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We lay the foundation of a circuit theory for chemical reaction networks. Chemical reactions are grouped
into chemical modules solely characterized by their current-concentration characteristic, as electrical devices
by their current-voltage (I-V) curve in electronic circuit theory. is, combined with the chemical analog of
Kirchho’s current and voltage laws, provides a powerful tool to predict reaction currents and dissipation
across complex chemical networks. e theory can serve to build accurate reduced models of complex net-
works as well as to design networks performing desired tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Chemical reaction networks (CRNs) are ubiquitous in na-
ture and can easily reach high levels of complexity. Com-
bustion [1], atmospheric chemistry [2, 3], geochemistry [4],
biochemistry [5], biogeochemistry [6, 7], ecology [8], provide
some examples. e complexity of many of these networks
arises from their large size and complex topology (encoded in
the stoichiometric matrix), from the non-linearity of chemi-
cal kinetics, and from the fact that they do not operate in
closed vessels. ey continuously exchange energy and mat-
ter with their surroundings thus maintaining chemical reac-
tions out of equilibrium [9, 10]. eir detailed characteri-
zation would require knowing the currents through all the
reactions which, for elementary reactions satisfying mass-
action kinetics, implies the knowledge of the reaction rate
of every reaction and of the concentrations of all the species.
Naturally, such knowledge is very seldom achieved. Some
approaches seek to develop reduced models of CRNs oen
based on eliminating the fast-evolving species [11–14]. Other
approaches such as ux balance analysis impose a compli-
cated mix of constraints (physical and experimental) and ob-
jective functions (enforcing biologically desired results) to
determine the currents through the CRN and avoid using ki-
netic information about the system [15–17] (see also Sec. V).
In both cases ensuring the thermodynamic consistency of
the schemes has been a major topic of concern in recent
years [18–23].

In this paper we present a novel approach: a thermody-
namically consistent circuit theory of CRNs, inspired by elec-
tronic circuit theory. In CRNs elementary reactions trans-
form chemical species into each other, while in electrical cir-
cuits devices transfer charges between conductors. But elec-
tronic devices are complex objects and the charge transfers
are not characterized at an elementary level but instead in
terms of current-voltage (I-V) curves which are oen deter-
mined experimentally or may also be computed using a more
detailed description of the inner workings of the device. We
do the same for CRNs. We group elementary reactions into
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chemical modules that are then solely characterized by their
current-concentration curves between terminal species. e
current-concentration curve of a chemical module thus cor-
responds to the I-V curve of an electronic device, but diers
from it in an important point. While the electric currents
only depend on the dierence between the electrostatic po-
tentials applied to the terminals of the devices, the chemi-
cal currents are functions of the concentrations and, conse-
quently, depend on the absolute value of the chemical po-
tentials of the terminal species. Another dierence between
the two circuit theories is that conservation laws in CRNs
are signicantly more complicated than in electronic circuits
where only charge conservation is involved. Chemical cir-
cuit theory may become an important tool to study and de-
sign complex CRNs, in the same way that electronic circuit
theory for electrical circuits has become the cornerstone of
electrical engineering. To get there, experimental method-
ologies to determine current-concentration curves should be
developed. is should be within reach thanks to recent de-
velopments in microuidics and systems chemistry [9].

In order to present our theory, we adopt a two-fold strat-
egy. In the main text, we adopt an informal style and present
the theory by examples, as we simplify the description of the
CRN depicted in Fig. 1a into the one depicted in Fig. 1b, rst
identifying the chemical modules (Sec. II) and then charac-
terizing them in terms of their current-concentration char-
acteristic (Sec. III). e formal theory is instead presented in
App. A. e more mathematically inclined readers may want
to start from there before turning to the main text for illus-
trations.

In Fig. 1a, the outer black box denes the boundary of the
entire open CRN and the species with arrows crossing that
boundary have their concentration controlled by the envi-
ronment. e colored boxes inside the CRN denote the chem-
ical modules and the corresponding colored arrows denote
the (elementary and reversible) reactions inside those mod-
ules. Note that the colored (internal) species change solely
due to reactions in the module of the same color, while the
black (terminal) species are involved in reactions of dier-
ent modules. In Fig. 1b, the reactions within the modules are
lumped into a minimal number of eective reactions called
emergent cycles. As we will see, an emergent cycle denes
a combination of elementary reactions that upon completion
do not interconvert the internal species of a module, but ex-
change terminal species with other modules. ey have been
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originally introduced because they capture the entire dissi-
pation of open CRNs at steady state [24–26]. e current
along the emergent cycles of a module as a function of the
concentrations of its terminal species denes the current-
concentration curve of the module. ree strategies (Sec. III)
can be used to determine the current-concentration charac-
teristic. e rst two (illustrated in App. B for some of the
modules in Fig. 1a) are theoretical and require the detailed
knowledge of the kinetic properties of the reactions inside
the module. e third one (detailed in Sec. III) is experimental
and requires the control of the concentrations of the terminal
species as well as measuring their consumption/production
rates. It is analogous to the way the I-V curve of an elec-
tronic device is determined. Finally, based on the current-
concentration characteristics of each module, a closed dy-
namics for the terminal species is obtained in Eq. (19) provid-
ing a simplied description of the original open CRN. Cru-
cially, this coarse-grained dynamics is thermodynamically
consistent (Subs. IV A) and satises the chemical equivalent
of Kirchho’s current and potential laws (Subs. IV B): the
sums of currents involving each terminal species vanish at
steady state and the sum of the Gibbs free energy of reac-
tion along any closed cycle is zero, respectively. e limi-
tations and extensions of our circuit theory are discussed in
Sec. V and illustrated in more detail in App. C for the CRN in
Fig. 1a. To be valid beyond steady-state conditions, our the-
ory requires a time-scale separation between the dynamics
of terminal species and the internal dynamics of the mod-
ules in such a way that the laer is uniquely determined by
the former, but multistability (Subs. C 1) can be treated any-
way. Modules may be merged into a super-module (Subs. C 2)
or split into submodules under certain conditions (Subs. C 3).
Finally, the eective reactions can be experimentally deter-
mined without knowing the internal stoichiometry of the
modules (Subs. C 4).

II. CHEMICAL MODULES

To explain how to reduce the description of a complex
open CRN in terms of chemical modules, we will use the
CRN depicted in Fig. 1a and reduce it to Fig. 1b. e formal
description of this procedure is given in App. A. In particu-
lar, App. A 1 gives a formal denition of modules, while in
Apps. A 2 and A 3 their reduced description is derived.

In Fig. 1a, the arrows denote both the chemical reactions of
the network as well as the exchange processes with the envi-
ronment. e laer are represented by (gray) arrows entering
the CRN from the outside and involve the exchanged species
(S, F, W, P𝑒𝑥 , P𝑏, P𝑒, and P𝑓 ). e direction of the arrows is ar-
bitrary (set by convention) as all reactions are assumed to be
reversible. e boxes inside the CRN in Fig. 1a are the mod-
ules. Each module is a subnetwork composed of a unique
set of internal species (drawn inside the module) reacting
among themselves and potentially also with other species,
named terminal species (drawn outside the module). For in-
stance, the (blue) module 𝑎 in Fig. 1a interconverts the inter-
nal species E𝑎 , E𝑎S , E𝑎S2 and the terminal species S and N𝑎

via the chemical reactions

S + E𝑎
+𝑎1
−𝑎1 E𝑎S

E𝑎S +𝑎2
−𝑎2 E𝑎 + N𝑎

E𝑎S + S +𝑎3
−𝑎3 E𝑎S2

(1)

represented by the (blue) arrows labeled 𝑎1, 𝑎2, and 𝑎3 (also
specied in Fig. 2).

Chemical modules are the chemical analog of the elec-
tronic components (for example diodes, transistors, or mi-
crochips) of an electric circuit, and the terminal species are
the analog of the electrical contacts or pins of each compo-
nent. Arrows in Fig. 1a should however not be compared to
cables or connections between components in an electronic
circuit diagram. Instead, the analog of electrical connections
between contacts of dierent electronic components is the
chemical species shared between chemical modules, i.e., the
terminal species. But while electronic components are spa-
tially separated, chemical modules do not have to be. As-
suming homogeneous solutions for simplicity, the denition
of the modules as well as their representation is based on the
network of reactions and does not require any spatial organi-
zation. Situations involving spatial organization will be dis-
cussed in Sec. V.

In the circuit description depicted in Fig. 1b, each mod-
ule ends up being coarse grained into eective reactions (de-
noted by the arrows through the boxes) between its terminal
species. e coarse graining reduces the (blue) module 𝑎 to
the single eective reaction

S 𝜖𝑎 N𝑎 . (2)

e coarse-graining procedure is based on the stoichiometry
of the module and starts from its stoichiometric matrix [16]

𝕊𝑎 =

©«

𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3

E𝑎 −1 1 0
E𝑎S 1 −1 −1
E𝑎S2 0 0 1

S −1 0 −1
N𝑎 0 1 0

ª®®®®¬

}
𝕊
𝑄
𝑎}

𝕊𝑃
𝑎

, (3)

also specied in Fig. 2, whose entries have a clear physical
meaning: they encode the net variation of the number of
molecules of each species (identied by the matrix row) un-
dergoing each reaction (identied by the matrix column) [16].
is matrix is split into the substoichiometric matrices for the
internal species 𝕊𝑄

𝑎 and for the terminal species 𝕊𝑃
𝑎 . e ef-

fective reactions correspond to the emergent cycles of 𝕊𝑎 , i.e.,
a set of linearly independent right-null vectors of 𝕊𝑄

𝑎 that are
not right-null vectors of 𝕊𝑃

𝑎 . As we will see, this set may not
be unique. However, for the stoichiometric matrix (3), one
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FIG. 1. Elementary (a) and circuit description (b) of a complex CRN enclosed in gray boundaries using hypergraph notation. Gray arrows
crossing the network boundaries denote the exchange processes with the environment. Colored boxes are chemical modules. eir internal
species and (elementary or eective) reactions are represented by chemical symbols and arrows of the same color, respectively. eir terminal
species are represented by black chemical symbols. All the chemical reactions are assumed to be reversible even though only the forward
reactions are represented. Eective reactions are coupled when connected by black lines.

only nds the single emergent cycle:

𝒄𝜖𝑎 =
©«

𝑎1 1
𝑎2 1
𝑎3 0

ª®¬
, (4)

also reported in Fig. 2. e sequence of reactions encoded in
the emergent cycle interconverts (upon completion) only the
terminal species while leaving the internal species unaltered.
By multiplying the substoichiometry matrix for the terminal
species 𝕊𝑃

𝑎 in (3) and the emergent cycle 𝒄𝜖𝑎 in (4), one ob-
tains the variation of the number of molecules of terminal
species along the emergent cycle, i.e., the stoichiometry of
the corresponding eective reaction (2):

𝕊𝑃
𝑎 𝒄𝜖𝑎 =

(
S −1

N𝑎 1

)
. (5)

e general and formal discussion of the coarse-grained pro-
cedure based on the use of the emergent cycles is given in

App. A 2 and App. A 3.
We now turn to the (green) module 𝑏, whose internal

species E𝑏, E𝑏F, E𝑏W, and E*
𝑏 react via the chemical reactions

𝑏1, 𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, and 𝑏5 (see Fig. 2) with the terminal species N𝑎,
N𝑏, F, and W. From the corresponding stoichiometric matrix
𝕊𝑏 (in Fig. 2), we identify two emergent cycles 𝒄𝜖𝑏 and 𝒄𝜖′

𝑏
(in

Fig. 2) which correspond to the following eective reactions
between the terminal species

F
𝜖𝑏 W , (6a)

N𝑎

𝜖′𝑏 N𝑏 , (6b)

respectively. Note that

𝒄𝜖′′
𝑏
=

©«

𝑏1 1
𝑏2 0
𝑏3 1
𝑏4 1
𝑏5 1

ª®®®®¬
(7)
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<latexit sha1_base64="iOIXFMFD6iZyFmSpcLHyImlql/c=">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</latexit>

N3 + M +41
�41 M*

2 M* +42
�42 A*

2

A*
2

+43
�43 A2 + N4

A2
+44
�44 2 M

<latexit sha1_base64="5Z16DJArlaA8cMOBZFEKGyvMsIw=">AAAHVnicjVRdb9s2FFXdNe7cfSTb416IJtk6NAuk1Mn6sA1N1xR9WLoUSdoOlmGQ1JUsmJQEks7iEvxl+yPb4x7b/odhV7K7SFayVoCAy3MPz7m8/GCFSLXx/b+uda5/dGOle/Pj3q1PPv3s89W1L57rfKo4nPJc5OoloxpEmsGpSY2Al4UCKpmAF2zyc5l/cQZKp3l2YmYFDCVNsjROOTUIjdY6JyGDJM2sRjfjeiEf26cjuxEKCRuO3CUH80GMg69/+PGnAdm4Ww5HNnAbZIjD72rDGrsm4sKwrhv9v+5OU3fnct3o/bq1CpoO95oO966s/Gqv5d7UmE2vftOr/wFe76zeU1HTZ7fps7vkc3TR7bb80VVbsdcU3VsSxQ5cTMWjA1m0OEaj1XV/268+0g6CRbDuLb6j0dr112GU86mEzHBBtR4EfmGGliqTcgEoPtVQUD6hCQwwzKgEPbTV+XdkE5GIxLnCPzOkQuszLJVazyRDpqRmrJdzJXhZbjA18f2hTbNiaiDjc6N4KojJSXmZSJQq4EbMMKBcpVgr4WOqKDd45XoNGz4GiRXKqaCN1VjGJAKPAJet4BBL2BfFmDIwNiwLKl5xZ389CZytIulsdU1rReLVT7NkS4NMWS6ioRUpA+xbBlgw2Vdmqr7RVWeWpi1YW4TLNDOQKCr0FmFpEuFzIjE8O6OKsaHN4HdzvmhSU3BzqZMlqJvrm7BcRaBwukrP3SY5rIJeqABleS4lxWMTTpioXJ2949o5tch967CpEcRYdbXJNnEWy54562/v+u6iuETBrMmcwCzLcVsgcvbJyeEvzj5+vNfvH7hLabmiWQL/Me8/3Pf9y5noBNk7YvDoYVASe5vk4JzKQoAmT3NTvbW9sL4mbMexs/MtZowcl/enni/P5PGhGwTDOde6kV0PlllCUmdpC2TOshaIh4e3QGxG1AJx3dACY2fjFqid1S2w7FsyaiskcYnH5eMQLD8F7eD5znawt91/1l9/8NvimbjpfeXd9u54gfe998B74h15px7v/NH5u/Om83blz5V/uje63Tm1c20x50uv8XVX/wUqlIGt</latexit>

N4 + E5

+51
�51 E5 N4

N3 + E5

+52
�52 E5 N3

N3 + E5 N4

+53
�53 E5 N4N3

N4 + E5 N3

+54
�54 E5 N4N3

E5 N4N3

+55
�55 E5 P5

E5 P5

+56
�56 E5 + P5

<latexit sha1_base64="BkRrNenfzQnx4T65A91aFMAeX1Q=">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</latexit>

S2 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

21 22 23 24 25 26

E2 �1 1 �1 1 0 0
E2N4G 1 �1 0 0 0 0
E2N1 0 0 1 �1 0 0

E*
2 0 0 0 0 �1 1

E*
2N4 0 0 0 0 1 �1

N4G �1 0 0 0 0 0
N1 0 0 �1 0 0 0
N4 0 0 0 0 �1 0
P4G 0 1 0 0 0 0
Pb 0 0 0 1 0 0
Pe 0 0 0 0 0 1

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="HmYv4k/DzMJTs+x49kngr4qG41o=">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</latexit>

S5 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

51 52 53 54 55 56

E5 �1 �1 0 0 0 1
E5 N4 1 0 �1 0 0 0
E5 N3 0 1 0 �1 0 0

E5 N4N3 0 0 1 1 �1 0
E5 P5 0 0 0 0 1 �1
N4 �1 0 0 �1 0 0
N3 0 �1 �1 0 0 0
P5 0 0 0 0 0 1

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="P5eg2jFSmEnStzxZpK00sDklCvk=">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</latexit>

S0 =

©≠≠≠≠≠́

01 02 03

E0 �1 1 0
E0S 1 �1 �1
E0S2 0 0 1

S �1 0 �1
N0 0 1 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈
<latexit sha1_base64="lgzsxWNESPhZAdrf452q/utTrUg=">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</latexit>

S1 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

11 12 13 14 15

E1 �1 0 1 0 0
E1F 1 �1 0 �1 0
E1W 0 1 �1 0 1
E*
1 0 0 0 1 �1

N0 0 0 0 �1 0
N1 0 0 0 0 1
F �1 0 0 0 0
W 0 0 1 0 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="n1Q7PF6tmVpqKtSBfabCwfAAqXs=">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</latexit>

S3 =

©≠≠≠≠≠́

31 32 33 34 35

E3 �1 0 1 0 �1
E*
3 0 �1 0 1 1

E3S 1 1 �1 �1 0
S �1 �1 0 0 0

N3 0 0 1 1 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="4sIKQgCTanAzctEDBjC6RovIJ+8=">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</latexit>

S4 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

41 42 43 44

M �1 0 0 2
M* 1 �2 0 0
A2 0 0 1 �1
A*

2 0 1 �1 0
N3 �1 0 0 0
N4 0 0 1 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

(a )

(b )

(c )

(d )

(e )

(f )

<latexit sha1_base64="yFUrB8+tPdWmWZQMtR8zAa9gaNs=">AAAGV3ichVRdb9s2FJXbxk29jybt416IBVk7IAuk1G3zMiDp2qIYlrZDkn7AMgySulKIkJRA0mk8gg973X5hf8ieN1JW10jyMAKGL845vDy8vLqk4kybOP44uHb9xtrw5vqt0RdffvX17Y3NO290OVcUTmnJS/WOYA2cSTg1zHB4VynAgnB4S85/CvzbC1CalfLELCqYClxIljOKjYdmG3/ZlC4oh5lNmTSg/D8XmXPuxxFKz0mpMlACG8Uu7Qh11ncpVTWY1j5s4cLeWdKwKFlyqzR7QfBDo1wteXAlyX9pxuj/8zysNfFViZttbMW7cb1QP0iaYCtq1uvZ5o2f06ykcwHSUI61niRxZaYWK8N89dwonWuoMD3HBUx8KLEAPbW1EYe2PZKhvFT+Jw2q0as7LBZaLwTxSl/rM93lAriKm8xNvj+1TFZzA5IuD8rnHJkShcdGGVNADV/4AFPFvFdEz7DC1L+0HrWOoWcgvEMx57h1G0uI8MBT8NdWcOQtHPLqDBMwNg2Gqt+os69OEmfrSDjLTLscvjWZLHY0CEZKnk0tZwR83SR4w+hQmbm6p+vKdLY1qh1ERejNQmGudxBhRebbXfjw4gIrQqZWwgdz2RSpnXC7U8kA6vb9Wk3uttFRHYxSBT4tLYXAMrP+U+D1qc7ed31ONdz3zhc1g9y7/tSD1tteOBvvPozdZ3OFgkVbeQ4LWfpngczZFydHvzj7/Pmj8fiZWykrFZYF/Kvcf3IYx6uV/iSQn4TJ0ydJEI620bNLLCoOGr0sTT0LRunVO/lyHDu7fGJC0LFzbT705PGRmyTTpda6md1Kuqp6tIQ04eFDh5cc0a6onjtBxLyTLgliyUGlGS9ll+YCO4t7IHGW9EDfnbQH+mpnPdBbhh6YO5v3QO2s7oHhYYpZP0ORBzwP0yfpzpp+8GZvN3m0O/51vHXwvplD69E30bfR/SiJHkcH0YvodXQa0cFk8Pvgj8Gfax/X/h4Oh+tL6bVBs+du1FrDzX8AN6ArUw==</latexit>

c]3 =

©≠≠≠≠≠́

31 1
32 �1
33 1
34 �1
35 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="py+ZIn5KPno1I66tfreKjxfxGp0=">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</latexit>

c]0
3
=

©≠≠≠≠≠́

31 1
32 �1
33 0
34 0
35 �1

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈
<latexit sha1_base64="r/gmPr0zZH1f6UJCQ4hJPcQ2cQg=">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</latexit>

cn3 =

©≠≠≠≠≠́

31 1
32 0
33 1
34 0
35 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="vwOGps0uMoxYM8q5fZI2OZffRqE=">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</latexit>

cn2 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

21 1
22 1
23 0
24 0
25 0
26 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="uemtnLP34wRNMz7sLnioa3wrIGc=">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</latexit>

cn02 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

21 0
22 0
23 1
24 1
25 0
26 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈
<latexit sha1_base64="wJZvAi7X82Cp/1d3CN8n1CADHQo=">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</latexit>

cn002 =

©≠≠≠≠≠≠≠́

21 0
22 0
23 0
24 0
25 1
26 1

™ÆÆÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="drPCePhU7+Pyg+i52MLAHKbas10=">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</latexit>

cn0 =
©≠́01 1

02 1
03 0

™Æ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="+6dg5hZeyW53sLMC2l9lrusBpNs=">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</latexit>

cn1 =

©≠≠≠≠≠́

11 1
12 1
13 1
14 0
15 0

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="XKi7PfnHfeUIGOqjzLYvJ6koEeI=">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</latexit>

cn0
1
=

©≠≠≠≠≠́

11 0
12 �1
13 0
14 1
15 1

™ÆÆÆÆÆ̈

<latexit sha1_base64="YpjyTyZIj5Aybkd9kvdHSEZXQf0=">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</latexit>
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FIG. 2. Chemical reactions, stoichiometric matrix, and cycles of the modules in Fig. 1a. e black horizontal line splits the stoichiometric
matrix of each module 𝕊𝑚 into the substoichiometric matrix for the internal species 𝕊𝑄𝑚 and for the terminal species 𝕊𝑃

𝑚 .
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is also a right-null vector of 𝕊𝑄
𝑏

, which corresponds to the
eective reaction

F + N𝑎

𝜖′′𝑏 N𝑏 + W . (8)

But it is linearly dependent on the other two and is thus ex-
cluded from the circuit description. Any other pair of these
three emergent cycles could also have been chosen.

We consider now the (aqua green) module 𝑑 whose inter-
nal species E𝑑, E*

𝑑, and E𝑑S are involved in the chemical re-
actions 𝑑1, 𝑑2, 𝑑3, 𝑑4, and 𝑑5 (see Fig. 2) with the terminal
species S and N𝑑. Its stoichiometric matrix is specied in
Fig. 2 and, unlike the previous modules, the substoichiom-
etry matrix for the internal species 𝕊𝑄

𝑑
admits the right-null

vectors 𝒄]𝑑 and 𝒄]𝑑′ , called internal cycles, that are also right-
null vectors of the substoichiometry matrix for the terminal
species 𝕊𝑃

𝑑
. ese internal cycles are sequences of reactions

that upon completion leave all the species (both internal and
terminal) unaltered. us, they do not correspond to any ef-
fective reaction between terminal species. However, the sub-
stoichiometry matrix for the internal species admits also the
emergent cycle 𝒄𝜖𝑑 which corresponds to the following eec-
tive reaction

S
𝜖𝑑 N𝑑 . (9)

By following the same procedure for the remaining mod-
ules, one obtains the following eective reactions

N𝑒𝑥
𝜖𝑐 P𝑒𝑥

N𝑏

𝜖′𝑐 P𝑏

N𝑒

𝜖′′𝑐 P𝑒

(10)

for the (orange) module 𝑐;

2 N𝑑
𝜖𝑒 N𝑒 , (11)

for the (purple) module 𝑒; and

N𝑑 + N𝑒

𝜖𝑓
P𝑓 . (12)

for the (red) module 𝑓 .
Note that a chemical module𝑚 with |𝑃𝑚 | terminal species

can have a maximum of |𝑃𝑚 | −1 (linearly independent) emer-
gent cycles and, therefore, eective reactions. is is analo-
gous to the fact that an electronic component with |𝑃𝑚 | con-
tacts can have at most |𝑃𝑚 |−1 independent electrical currents
at steady state [27]. is follows directly from the existence
of at least one conservation law, namely, mass conservation
law in CRNs or electric charge conservation law in electronic
circuits. e existence of additional conservation laws (in-
volving the terminal species in CRNs or the contacts in elec-
tronic circuits) reduces the number of emergent cycles. In
the case of electronic circuits, the only kind of conservation
law is the charge, and the only way to have additional con-
servation laws beyond that of the total charge is for a compo-
nent to consist of smaller subcomponents that do not inter-
change any charge (although they might still inuence each

other). is is not the case for CRNs, where conservation
laws (involving the terminal species) can be more compli-
cated [24, 25]. ey identify parts of (or entire) molecules,
named moieties, that are not modied by the chemical reac-
tions. Mathematically, they correspond to le-null vectors
of the full stoichiometric matrix 𝕊𝑚 of a module whose re-
strictions to the internal species are not le-null vectors of
the stoichiometric matrix 𝕊

𝑄
𝑚 for the internal species. It can

be seen that if |_𝑚 | and |𝜖𝑚 | are the number of independent
conservation laws and emergent cycles, respectively, then
|_𝑚 | + |𝜖𝑚 | = |𝑃𝑚 | [25]. is, together with the existence
of at least one conservation law (mass conservation law in
CRNs or charge conservation in electronic circuits), explains
why the number of emergent cycles is at most |𝑃𝑚 | − 1. Note
that these conservation laws are said to be broken because
they dene quantities that are only conserved in the closed
system (CRNs [25] or electronic circuits [27]).

III. CURRENT-CONCENTRATION CHARACTERISTIC

In electronic circuits, the steady-state behavior of elec-
tronic components is given by their current-voltage charac-
teristics, or “I-V curves”, which specify how the value of all
independent currents of an electronic component depends on
the voltages applied to its contacts. We now apply the same
strategy to chemical modules. e current-concentration
characteristic of a chemical module species how the (eec-
tive) reaction currents depend on the concentrations of the
terminal species only, by assuming that the internal species
have already relaxed to steady state (see App. A 2).

When the kinetic constants of the internal reactions of
a module are known, the current-concentration character-
istic can be derived analytically if the internal reactions of
a module are pseudo-rst-order reactions, or otherwise nu-
merically. e procedures to do so are respectively described
in App. B 1 and App. B 2 and applied to some of the mod-
ules in Fig. 1a. However, in practice, a complete charac-
terization of the kinetics of the internal reactions is seldom
achieved. e real power of the circuit theory is that the
current-concentration characteristic can be determined ex-
perimentally, as discussed next.

One possible way may be to resort to membrane reac-
tors [28]. We describe the procedure using the (blue) mod-
ule 𝑎 and the (green) module 𝑏 in Fig. 1a. e formal theory
is detailed in App. A 5. e setup to characterize the (blue)
module 𝑎 is illustrated in Fig. 3. e concentrations of S and
N𝑎 are held constant thanks to the exchange processes whose
currents are 𝐼S and 𝐼N𝑎

satisfying:

d𝑡 [S] = −𝜓𝜖𝑎 + 𝐼S = 0 , (13a)
d𝑡 [N𝑎] = 𝜓𝜖𝑎 + 𝐼N𝑎

= 0 . (13b)

us, the eective reaction current𝜓𝜖𝑎 can be determined by
measuring the exchange current 𝐼S (or equivalently 𝐼N𝑎

) for
every value of the concentrations [S] and [N𝑎]:

𝜓𝜖𝑎 = −𝐼S = 𝐼N𝑎
. (14)
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FIG. 3. Elementary (a) and circuit description (b) of the (blue) mod-
ule 𝑎 in Fig. 1 in a reactor, similar to the membrane reactor used in
Ref. [28], where the concentrations of S and N𝑎 are controlled by
exchange processes whose currents are specied by 𝐼S and 𝐼N𝑎
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FIG. 4. Elementary (a) and circuit description (b) of the (green) mod-
ule 𝑏 in Fig. 1 in a reactor, similar to the membrane reactor used in
Ref. [28], where the concentrations of N𝑎, N𝑏, F and W are controlled
by exchange processes whose currents are specied by 𝐼N𝑎

, 𝐼N𝑏
, 𝐼F,

and 𝐼W.

e setup for the (green) module 𝑏 in Fig. 1a is illustrated
in Fig. 4. e module has now two eective reactions, (6a)
and (6b), but the general strategy remains the same. e
concentrations of the terminal species (N𝑎,N𝑏, F,W) are held
constant thanks to the exchange processes whose currents
are 𝐼N𝑎

, 𝐼N𝑏
, 𝐼F, and 𝐼W satisfying:

d𝑡 [N𝑎] = −𝜓𝜖′
𝑏
+ 𝐼N𝑎

= 0 , (15a)
d𝑡 [N𝑏] = 𝜓𝜖′

𝑏
+ 𝐼N𝑏

= 0 , (15b)
d𝑡 [F] = −𝜓𝜖𝑏 + 𝐼F = 0 , (15c)

d𝑡 [W] = 𝜓𝜖𝑏 + 𝐼W = 0 . (15d)

and thus the eective reaction currents𝜓𝜖𝑏 and𝜓𝜖′
𝑏

are given
by

𝜓𝜖′
𝑏
= 𝐼N𝑎

= −𝐼N𝑏
, (16a)

𝜓𝜖𝑏 = 𝐼F = −𝐼W . (16b)

is operation can be repeated for every module. In App. A 5,

we formally derive the general expression (Eq. (A22)) of the
eective reaction currents in terms of the exchange currents.

IV. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION

Having determined the eective reactions and the current-
concentration characteristic of each module, we can nally
formulate the circuit description of the CRN in Fig. 1b. e
general formulation is presented in App. A 6.

To do so, modules are connected by sharing their termi-
nal species. For instance, the terminal species S is involved
in the two eective reactions 𝜖𝑎 and 𝜖𝑑 (given in (2) and (9),
respectively) as a reagent and also exchanged with the envi-
ronment. Its concentration thus evolves according to

d𝑡 [S] = −𝜓𝜖𝑎 −𝜓𝜖𝑑 + 𝐼S , (17)

where 𝐼S is the exchange current of S with the environment.
Analogously, the terminal species N𝑑 is the product of the ef-
fective reaction 𝜖𝑑 (given in (9)) and the reagent of the eec-
tive reactions 𝜖𝑒 and 𝜖𝑓 (given in (11) and (12), respectively).
Its concentration thus follows

d𝑡 [N𝑑] = 𝜓𝜖𝑑 − 2𝜓𝜖𝑒 −𝜓𝜖𝑓 , (18)

which accounts for the fact that 2 molecules of N𝑑 are con-
sumed every time reaction 𝜖𝑒 occurs, namely, the stoichiom-
etry of the eective reaction 𝜖𝑒 .

By repeating the same reasoning, the rate equation for the
terminal species can be wrien as

d𝑡𝒑 = �̂��̂� + 𝑰 , (19)

where

�̂� =

©«

𝜖𝑎 𝜖𝑏 𝜖′𝑏 𝜖𝑐 𝜖′𝑐 𝜖′′𝑐 𝜖𝑑 𝜖𝑒 𝜖𝑓 𝑔𝑒 𝑔𝑓

N𝑎 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N𝑏 0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0
N𝑒𝑥 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
N𝑑 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −2 −1 0 0
N𝑒 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 1 −1 0 0
G 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3
F 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
W 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S −1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0

P𝑏 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P𝑒𝑥 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
P𝑒 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 0
P𝑓 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 −1

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

(20)

is the stoichiometric matrix of the eective reactions (where
the black horizontal line splits the set of species into internal
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and exchanged species), and

𝒑 =

©«

[N𝑎]
[N𝑏]
[N𝑒𝑥]
[N𝑑]
[N𝑒]
[G]
[F]
[W]
[S]
[P𝑏]
[P𝑒𝑥]
[P𝑒]
[P𝑓 ]

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, �̂� =

©«

𝜓𝜖𝑎
𝜓𝜖𝑏
𝜓𝜖′

𝑏

𝜓𝜖𝑐
𝜓𝜖′𝑐
𝜓𝜖′′𝑐
𝜓𝜖𝑑
𝜓𝜖𝑒
𝜓𝜖𝑓
𝜓𝑔𝑒
𝜓𝑔𝑓

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, and 𝑰 =

©«

0
0
0
0
0
0
𝐼F
𝐼W
𝐼S
𝐼P𝑏
𝐼P𝑒𝑥
𝐼P𝑒
𝐼P𝑓

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

(21)

are the concentration vector of all the terminal species, the
reaction current vector, and the exchange current vector, re-
spectively. Note that in �̂�, the currents 𝜓𝑔𝑒 and 𝜓𝑔𝑓 still cor-
respond to elementary reactions

P𝑒
+𝑔𝑒
−𝑔𝑒 2 G (22a)

P𝑓

+𝑔𝑓
−𝑔𝑓 3 G , (22b)

of the complex CRN in Fig. 1a.

A. ermodynamics

We emphasize that our circuit theory is thermodynam-
ically consistent, contrary to many other coarse-graining
schemes. is means that the entropy production rate of the
coarse-grained description is the same as the entropy pro-
duction of the original full description of the CRN. In other
words, the reduction scheme preserves the entropy produc-
tion rate of the CRN.

e chemical potential of a chemical species 𝛼 in a homo-
geneous solution [29] is given by

`𝛼 = `◦𝛼 + 𝑅𝑇 ln[𝛼] (23)

where `◦𝛼 is the standard chemical potential, 𝑅 is the gas con-
stant, and𝑇 is the temperature of the solution. e Gibbs free
energy change in a homogeneous CRN caused by a reaction 𝜌
is given by

Δ𝜌𝐺 =
∑︁
𝛼

`𝛼𝑆
𝛼
𝜌 , (24)

where 𝑆𝛼𝜌 is the net stoichiometric coecient of the 𝛼 species
in the 𝜌 reaction. For example, the Gibbs free energy changes
of the internal reaction of the (blue) module 𝑎 in Fig. 1a are
given by

Δ𝑎1𝐺 = `E𝑎S − `E𝑎
− `S , (25a)

Δ𝑎2𝐺 = `E𝑎
+ `N𝑎

− `E𝑎S , (25b)
Δ𝑎3𝐺 = `E𝑎S2 − `E𝑎S − `S . (25c)

At the elementary level of description of CRNs, the local
detailed balance property

− Δ𝜌𝐺 = 𝑅𝑇 ln
𝑗+𝜌
𝑗−𝜌

(26)

must hold. It relates thermodynamics to the log ratio of the
forward and backward reaction uxes 𝑗±𝜌 (given by Eq. (A4))
contributing to the reaction currents 𝑗𝜌 = 𝑗+𝜌 − 𝑗−𝜌 . Further-
more, the entropy production rate of elementary CRNs (also
called the total dissipation) reads

𝑇 ¤Σ = −
∑︁
𝜌

Δ𝜌𝐺 𝑗𝜌 , (27)

and quanties the entropy change per unit of time in CRNs as
well as in the thermal and chemical reservoirs [25]. Together
with the local detailed balance property (26), the entropy pro-
duction rate can be rewrien in a manifestly non-negative
form

𝑇 ¤Σ = 𝑅𝑇
∑︁
𝜌

( 𝑗+𝜌 − 𝑗−𝜌 ) ln
𝑗+𝜌
𝑗−𝜌

≥ 0 , (28)

thus mathematically ensuring the validity of the second law.
e summation over 𝜌 in Eq. (27) runs over all the reactions
excluding the exchange processes with the environment (i.e.,
all arrows but the grey ones in Fig. 1a). Vanishing entropy
production denes thermodynamic equilibrium where all re-
action currents vanish. Together Eqs. (26)-(28) ensure a ther-
modynamically consistent descriptions of elementary CRNs.

Our circuit theory allows for a thermodynamically consis-
tent description of CRNs made of eective reactions because
the entropy production rate (27) can be expressed as

𝑇 ¤Σ = −
∑︁
𝜖

Δ𝜖𝐺𝜓𝜖 , (29)

where the summation now only runs over the eective reac-
tions 𝜖 of the modules (all arrows but the grey ones in Fig. 1b)
and the free energy along the eective reaction 𝜖 is given by

Δ𝜖𝐺 =
∑︁
𝛼 ∈𝑃

`𝛼𝑆
𝛼
𝜖 , (30)

where 𝑃 is the set of all the terminal species. For instance, the
Gibbs free energy change along the single eective reaction
of the (blue) module 𝑎 reads

Δ𝜖𝑎𝐺 = `N𝑎
− `S . (31)

e remarkable reduction from (27) to (29) arises because the
emergent cycles dene a minimal set of eective reactions
which preserve the exact evolution of the terminal species
while carrying the full dissipation of modules, as long as
there is a time-scale separation between the dynamics of
the internal and terminal species. is has been proven in
Ref. [19]. We emphasize, however, that the entropy produc-
tion rate at the circuit level (29) cannot be, in general, ex-
pressed in a form reminiscent of (28) as shown in Ref. [18].
We also note that, unlike our theory, most coarse-graining
schemes underestimate the exact dissipation even in pres-
ence of a time-scale separation (see for instance Ref. [30]) be-
cause the fast degrees of freedom which have been eliminated
are still out-of-equilibrium and contribute to the dissipation.
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B. Kirho’s Laws

We now show that the dynamics of our circuit theory (19)
satises the chemical equivalent of Kirchho’s laws in elec-
trical circuits. Here, we present these laws for the CRN
in Fig. 1b, while their general formulation and derivation
are given in App. A 6. We emphasize that Kirchho’s laws
for CRNs at the level of the elementary dynamics are not
new (see for instance Ref. [31–34]). e novelty of our ap-
proach is that Kirchho’s laws are recovered at the coarse-
grained/circuit level.

Kirchho’s current law states that, at steady state, the sum
of the currents entering into a node of an electronic circuit
is equal to the sum of the currents exiting it. e termi-
nal species correspond to the nodes of an electrical circuit
in our circuit theory. Hence, Kirchho’s current law can be
expressed for the CRN in Fig. 1b in terms of the steady-state
conditions (denoted by the overline)

d𝑡 [N𝑎] = 𝜓𝜖𝑎 −𝜓𝜖′
𝑏
= 0 (32a)

d𝑡 [N𝑏] = 𝜓𝜖′
𝑏
−𝜓𝜖′𝑐 = 0 (32b)

d𝑡 [N𝑒𝑥] = −𝜓𝜖𝑐 = 0 (32c)
d𝑡 [N𝑑] = 𝜓𝜖𝑑 − 2𝜓𝜖𝑒 −𝜓𝜖𝑓 = 0 (32d)

d𝑡 [N𝑒] = −𝜓𝜖′′𝑐 +𝜓𝜖𝑒 −𝜓𝜖𝑓 = 0 (32e)

d𝑡 [G] = 2𝜓𝑔𝑒 + 3𝜓𝑔𝑓 = 0 (32f)

d𝑡 [F] = −𝜓𝜖𝑏 + 𝐼F = 0 (32g)
d𝑡 [W] = 𝜓𝜖𝑏 + 𝐼W = 0 (32h)
d𝑡 [S] = −𝜓𝜖𝑎 −𝜓𝜖𝑑 + 𝐼S = 0 (32i)

d𝑡 [P𝑏] = 𝜓𝜖′𝑐 + 𝐼P𝑏 = 0 (32j)
d𝑡 [P𝑒𝑥] = 𝜓𝜖𝑐 + 𝐼P𝑒𝑥 = 0 (32k)
d𝑡 [P𝑒] = 𝜓𝜖′′𝑐 −𝜓𝑔𝑒 + 𝐼P𝑒 = 0 (32l)
d𝑡 [P𝑓 ] = 𝜓𝜖𝑓 −𝜓𝑔𝑓 + 𝐼P𝑓

= 0 (32m)

imposing that the sum of the currents (both eective and ex-
change) aecting the concentration of each terminal species
vanishes. is is formally derived by imposing that the le-
hand-sides of Eq. (19) vanish and by using the stoichiometric
matrix given in Eq. (20) and the currents given in Eq. (21).

On the other hand, Kirchho’s potential law states that the
sum of potential dierences along any closed loop is zero.
In our circuit description of CRNs, loops correspond to the
internal cycles of �̂� (introduced in Sec. II and detailed in
App. A 2) and potential dierences to the variations of the
Gibbs free energy along the (eective or not) reactions (e.g.,
{Δ𝜖𝑎𝐺,Δ𝜖𝑏𝐺,Δ𝜖𝑏′𝐺, . . . } for the eective reactions in Fig. 1b).
Since, the stoichiometric matrix (20) admits only one internal

cycle,

𝒄] =

©«

𝜖𝑎 0
𝜖𝑏 0
𝜖′𝑏 0
𝜖𝑐 0
𝜖′𝑐 0
𝜖′′𝑐 −3
𝜖𝑑 0
𝜖𝑒 −1
𝜖𝑓 2
𝑔𝑒 −3
𝑔𝑓 2

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, (33)

Kirchho’s potential law can be expressed as

2Δ𝜖𝑓𝐺 + 2Δ𝑔𝑓𝐺 − 3Δ𝑔𝑒𝐺 − 3Δ𝜖𝑐′′𝐺 − Δ𝜖𝑒𝐺 = 0 , (34)

for the CRN in Fig. 1b, which using Eq. (24) is indeed true
since

Δ𝜖𝑓𝐺 = `P𝑓 − `N𝑒 − `N𝑑 , (35a)
Δ𝑔𝑓𝐺 = 3`G − `P𝑓 , (35b)
Δ𝑔𝑒𝐺 = 2`G − `P𝑒 , (35c)
Δ𝜖𝑐′′𝐺 = `P𝑒 − `N𝑒 , (35d)
Δ𝜖𝑒𝐺 = `N𝑒 − 2`N𝑑 . (35e)

is is formally derived by imposing that the sum of the vari-
ations of the Gibbs free energy along the (eective or not) re-
actions (e.g., {Δ𝜖𝑎𝐺,Δ𝜖𝑏𝐺,Δ𝜖𝑏′𝐺, . . . } multiplied by the cor-
responding entry of the internal cycles in Eq. (33) vanishes.

V. DISCUSSION AND PERSPECTIVES

We start by discussing how apparent limitations of our cir-
cuit theory may be overcome.

e fact that the current-concentration characteristic of a
chemical module is evaluated assuming that the module is in
a steady state (based on the time scale separation assumption
mentioned before and formally discussed in App. A 2) may
give the impression that oscillations in the concentrations
of the species internal to a module compromise the theory.
However, we prove in App. A 3 that this is not the case and
that such oscillations can be treated as long as their period
is much shorter than the time scale of the terminal species
dynamics.

In certain situations, the current-concentration character-
istic may be such that the eective reaction currents are not
uniquely dened in terms of the concentrations of the ter-
minal species. is will happen for modules with nonlinear
chemical reactions displaying multistability. In such cases,
hysteresis eects may arise creating a dependence on the past
history of the network, but the network theory is still appli-
cable. An explicit example of such a situation is worked out
in App. C 1.
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We presented the circuit theory starting from elementary
reactions that we grouped into modules. But naturally, mod-
ules can be further grouped into higher-level modules. We
examine this in App. C 2 by showing that the entire CRN
depicted in Fig. 1a/b can be treated as a module and its ex-
changed species become terminal species. is also raises
the question of what are the conditions under which a mod-
ule can be decomposed into smaller modules. e answer is
quite simple: as long as the eective reactions belonging to a
smaller module are independent of those of another module,
i.e., when their emergent cycles do not share internal species.
Such a decomposition is discussed in App. C 3 for the (orange)
module 𝑐 in Fig. 1a.

When discussing the experimental characterization of the
current-concentration characteristic, we implicitly assumed
that the stoichiometry of the internal reactions of the module
is known. However, even when this is not the case, recover-
ing that stoichiometry is not too complicated experimentally.
We illustrate how such a procedure might be implemented in
App. C 4 for some of the modules in Fig. 1a.

Our circuit theory was presented here for ideal homoge-
neous solutions, but these conditions can easily be relaxed.
Non-ideal solutions can be treated within mean-eld theo-
ries [26] and introducing spatially organized compartments
is straightforward. It suces to treat the chemical species
in the dierent compartments as dierent dynamical vari-
ables and add reactions amongst them to describe (passive
or active) exchanges across compartments. Adding diusion
by promoting the description of some or all species from
homogeneous concentrations to space-dependent concentra-
tion elds is also in principle not an issue. In such cases dif-
fusion is treated within Fick’s law and contributes to the dis-
sipation in the CRN [35–37].

Our approach is fundamentally dierent from ux balance
analysis ones. ese laer are designed to determine the
steady-state currents in a CRN. In the space of all possible
steady-state currents, they select those that satisfy a set of
constraints the system is supposedly subjected to. ese can
range from thermodynamic constraints [38–40] or limits im-
posed by the environment [23] to presumed aims like growth
maximization for some cells [40]. e resulting steady-state
currents will naturally depend on the enforced constraints.
ese approaches are thus top-down. Some of the more tele-
ological constraints, such as maximizing growth, may only be
justied in complex systems such as living systems shaped by
evolution. Identifying the constraints predicting the steady-
state currents of the CRN in Fig. 1 for a given set of ther-
modynamically consistent kinetic constants would be more
complicated than solving the full dynamics. Instead, our cir-
cuit theory may be dened as boom-up. Indeed, it is built to
be compatible with a microscopic description of the dynam-
ics. As explained in the main text, the current-concentration
characteristics of the modules result from the full dynamics
and can be used as an input to our theory to predict the cor-
rect dynamics and thermodynamics of the terminal species
(Sec. IV).

Our work shares some conceptual similarities with the
work by Oster and coworkers which, in the seventies, de-

veloped a very general network thermodynamics describ-
ing networks made of any type of thermodynamics sys-
tems [31, 41]. eir intent was to describe coupled thermo-
dynamics processes arising in biophysics involving dierent
forces such as mechanical, electrical, and chemical forces.
eir theory makes use of bond graphs, a graphical repre-
sentation inspired by electric diagrams used in electrical cir-
cuit theories. e generality of the theory turns however into
a disadvantage in the context of CRNs, since the theory is
not tailored for them. e bond graph representation of sim-
ple CRNs quickly becomes very cumbersome [42, 43]. is
also explains why the use of the theory has remained limited
to simple CRNs. In contrast, our formalism is algebraic and
based on the representation of modules in terms of emergent
cycles. e laer identify the minimal set of currents needed
to dene the current-concentration characteristics of a mod-
ule and to determine its dissipation. ey also provide an in-
tuitive description of modules in terms of eective chemical
reactions which can be easily represented in terms of hyper-
graphs. e theory by Oster and coworkers do not exploit
that reduction. Furthermore, one of the main purposes of
our theory is to provide a simplied (i.e., coarse-grained) de-
scription of the dynamics of CRNs. e theory by Oster and
coworkers instead has been mostly used as a formalization
and representation tool, not as a reduction tool.

We now discuss interesting perspectives raised by our
work.

Electronic engineering makes extensive use of circuit the-
ory to design circuits with intended functionalities, such as
computing operations. Similarly, one should explore how
to make use of the chemical circuit theory to design useful
chemical functions. is may be particularly relevant in the
context of chemical computing, a eld increasingly raising
aention [44–47].

Our work focused on the deterministic description of
CRNs, but in many instances such as cellular biology, extend-
ing the theory to stochastic descriptions of CRNs would be
important. is may be challenging because the statistics of
the eective chemical reactions is not trivially related to the
Poisson statistics of the elementary reactions, see for instance
Ref. [48].

We presented our circuit theory for open CRNs exchang-
ing maer and heat with the surrounding. But other forms
of energy may be incorporated in the description, such as
energy provided by thermal light [49], electrical energy, and
osmotic pressure. Indeed, the concept of emergent cycles is a
general feature of thermodynamics when taking into account
conservation laws [50]. is is why circuit theories have the
potential to provide a powerful and realistic characterization
of the dynamics and thermodynamics of complex systems.
e key point is that, as for electric circuits, the current-
potential characteristics provide an empirical characteriza-
tion of complex modules that would otherwise be very hard
to determine.

As shown implicitly in Ref. [51], but clearly retrospec-
tively, the circuit theory underlies the fact that central
metabolism can be decomposed into modules (glycolysis,
Krebs cycles,. . . ). But what is true at the level of cellular
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metabolism still holds true at higher levels, namely, when-
ever one is dealing with open CRNs coupled to each other
by the exchange of terminal species. A food web for in-
stance can be seen as a collection of modules representing
the metabolisms of the dierent living systems feeding on
each other and ultimately powered by solar energy. In ecol-
ogy, like previously in biochemistry, tracking the movement
of dierent types of atoms across a network under dierent
molecular forms is nowadays used to reconstruct CRNs up to
global scales, as for instance in biogeochemistry [6, 7]. Mea-
suring or estimating current-potential characteristics may
not be easy in such a context, but is conceivable and worth
trying given the importance of these networks.

Circuit theories may even provide a proper framework to
formulate models in ecological economics (also called steady-
state economics) where minimizing the dissipation arising in
the use and recycling of natural resources is a major con-
cern [52].
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Appendix A: Formal Circuit eory

We start by summarizing the formal denition of CRNs on
top of which we develop the concept of chemical modules.
We consider CRNs composed of chemical species, identied
by the label 𝛼 ∈ 𝑍 , undergoing elementary reactions [53],
identied by the index 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅. Each reaction 𝜌 is represented
by an equation like

𝜶 · 𝝂+𝜌
+𝜌
−𝜌 𝜶 · 𝝂−𝜌 , (A1)

with 𝜶 = (. . . , 𝛼, . . . )ᵀ𝛼 ∈𝑍 the vector of chemical species
and 𝝂±𝜌 the vector of stoichiometric coecients of the for-
ward/backward reaction ±𝜌 . Note that all reactions are as-
sumed to be reversible for thermodynamic consistency. In
open CRNs (such as the CRN in Fig. 1a) the species 𝑍 are
split into the internal species 𝑋 and the exchanged species 𝑌 .
e former undergo only the chemical reactions 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅. e
laer undergo the chemical reactions 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅 and they are also
exchanged with the environment the CRN is exposed to.

e state of deterministic CRNs is specied by the concen-
tration vector 𝒛 = (. . . , [𝛼], . . . )ᵀ . Its dynamics follows the
rate equation

d𝑡𝒛 = 𝕊 𝒋 + 𝑰 , (A2)

where we introduced the stoichiometric matrix 𝕊, the re-
action current vector 𝒋, and the exchange current vector 𝑰 .
e rst term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A2), i.e., 𝕊𝒋, accounts for
the variations to the concentrations due to the chemical re-
actions. Each column 𝑺𝜌 of 𝕊 is given by 𝑺𝜌 = 𝝂−𝜌 − 𝝂+𝜌 .

e reaction current vector 𝒋 = (. . . , 𝑗𝜌 , . . . )ᵀ𝜌∈𝑅 species the
net reaction current for every 𝜌 reaction as the dierence be-
tween the forward 𝑗+𝜌 and backward reaction ux 𝑗−𝜌 :

𝑗𝜌 = 𝑗+𝜌 − 𝑗−𝜌 . (A3)

In ideal CRNs, the uxes 𝑗±𝜌 of elementary reactions satisfy
mass-action kinetics [54–56]:

𝑗±𝜌 = 𝑘±𝜌𝒛𝝂±𝜌 , (A4)

where 𝑘±𝜌 are the kinetic constants of the forward/backward
reaction ±𝜌 and we used the following notation 𝒂𝒃 =

∏
𝑖 𝑎

𝑏𝑖
𝑖 .

e second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (A2), i.e., 𝑰 , species the
maer ows with the environment [57]. It has null entries for
the internal species, i.e., 𝐼𝛼 = 0 for 𝛼 ∈ 𝑋 : the concentration
of the internal species changes only because of the chemical
reactions by denition.

By applying the spliing of the chemical species into in-
ternal and exchanged ones to the stoichiometric matrix

𝕊 =

(
𝕊𝑋

𝕊𝑌

)
, (A5)

and the concentration vector 𝒛 = (𝒙,𝒚), the rate equa-
tion (A2) becomes

d𝑡𝒙 = 𝕊𝑋𝒋 , (A6a)
d𝑡𝒚 = 𝕊𝑌𝒋 + 𝑰𝑌 , (A6b)

with 𝑰𝑌 = (. . . , 𝐼𝛼 , . . . )ᵀ𝛼 ∈𝑌 collecting the not null entries of 𝑰 .
Note that the Eqs. (A6a) and (A6b) are only a reformulation
of Eq. (A2).

1. Elementary Modules

A chemical module of a CRN, labeled by the index𝑚, is de-
ned as a subnetwork: a subset of chemical reactions 𝑅𝑚 ⊂ 𝑅
interconverting a subset of chemical species 𝑍𝑚 ⊂ 𝑍 . e
species 𝑍𝑚 are further classied as either internal species of
the module𝑄𝑚 or terminal species 𝑃𝑚 . e former must only
undergo the chemical reactions 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 (the reason for this
will become clear at the end of App. A 2). e laer undergo
the chemical reactions 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 , but they can also undergo
other reactions 𝜌 ∉ 𝑅𝑚 and/or be externally exchanged. Sev-
eral examples of modules are discussed in Sec. II and illus-
trated in Fig. 11.

e rate equation (A2) can be specialized for the concen-
trations 𝒒𝑚 = (. . . , [𝛼], . . . )ᵀ𝛼 ∈𝑄𝑚

and for the concentrations
𝒑𝑚 = (. . . , [𝛼], . . . )ᵀ𝛼 ∈𝑃𝑚 :

d𝑡𝒒𝑚 = 𝕊
𝑄
𝑚 𝒋𝑚 , (A7a)

d𝑡𝒑𝑚 = 𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒋𝑚 + 𝑰𝑚 , (A7b)

where 𝒋𝑚 = (. . . , 𝑗𝜌 , . . . )ᵀ𝜌∈𝑅𝑚 , and we introduced the substo-
ichiometric matrixes 𝕊𝑄

𝑚 and 𝕊𝑃
𝑚 whose entries are {𝑆𝛼𝜌 }𝛼 ∈𝑄𝑚

𝜌∈𝑅𝑚
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and {𝑆𝛼𝜌 }𝛼 ∈𝑃𝑚𝜌∈𝑅𝑚 , respectively. Here, the terminal current vec-
tor of the module 𝑰𝑚 accounts for all the processes aecting
the concentrations 𝒑𝑚 besides the reactions 𝜌 ∈ 𝑅𝑚 . Note
that Eq. (A7a) and (A7b) coincide with Eq. (A6a) and (A6b)
when the module is treated as an open CRN, and the species
𝑄𝑚 and 𝑃𝑚 are identied as 𝑋 and 𝑌 , respectively.

2. Eective Modules atasi Steady State

Modules can be coarse grained into eective reactions in-
terconverting the terminal species 𝑃𝑚 . is can be done when
two conditions are satised. e rst is the existence, for
every concentration vector 𝒑𝑚 , of a unique steady-state con-
centration vector 𝒒𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) for the internal species of the mod-
ule (see App. C 1 for an explicit example where this does not
hold, but the theory can still be applied). e second is the
equivalence between the actual concentration vector 𝒒𝑚 and
the steady-state one 𝒒𝑚 . is obviously happens at the steady
state to which the module relaxes when the concentrations
𝒑𝑚 are kept constant by the other reactions 𝜌 ∉ 𝑅𝑚 and the
exchange processes, i.e., when

𝑰𝑚 = −𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒋𝑚 . (A8)

It also happens to a very good approximation when the chem-
ical species evolve over two dierent time scales such that the
concentrations of the 𝑄𝑚 species quickly relax to the steady
state corresponding to the values of 𝒑𝑚 . Indeed, a zero-order
expansion of the concentrations 𝒒𝑚 in the ratio between the
fast time scale of the internal species and the slow time scale
of the terminal species leads to

𝒒𝑚 = 𝒒𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) ∀𝑡 . (A9)

is physically occurs when i) the elementary reactions and
the exchange processes involving only the terminal species
are slower than the elementary reactions involving only the
internal species and ii) the abundance of the terminal species
is very large compared to the abundance of the internal
species which therefore changes much more quickly [48] (in-
deed, when the terminal and internal species are involved in
the same reaction, on the same time scale the concentrations
of the internal species dramatically change, the concentra-
tions of the terminal species remain almost constant). Note
that describing electronic components in terms of their I-V
curves also requires a time-scale separation between their in-
ternal dynamics and the dynamics of the voltages on their
contacts or pins.

When those two conditions are satised, the reaction cur-
rent vector of the module

𝒋𝑚 ≡ 𝒋𝑚 (𝒒𝑚,𝒑𝑚) (A10)

depends only on the concentrations 𝒑𝑚 and is, by denition,
a steady-state current of Eq. (A7a), namely, 𝕊𝑄

𝑚𝒋𝑚 = 0. is
means that 𝒋𝑚 ∈ ker(𝕊𝑄

𝑚) and, consequently, can be wrien
as

𝒋𝑚 =
∑︁
𝛾𝑚

𝒄𝛾𝑚 𝜓𝛾𝑚 , (A11)

using the (linearly independent) right-null vectors 𝕊𝑄
𝑚𝒄𝛾𝑚 =

0 and 𝒑𝑚 dependent coecients {𝜓𝛾𝑚 }. e vectors {𝒄𝛾𝑚 }
are called cycles because they represent sequences of reac-
tions that upon completion leave the concentrations 𝒒𝑚 un-
changed. Each coecient 𝜓𝛾𝑚 represents the current along
the cycle 𝛾𝑚 . e cycles can be split into two disjoint sets,
i.e., {𝒄𝛾𝑚 } = {𝒄]𝑚 } ∪ {𝒄𝜖𝑚 }. e so-called internal cycles
{𝒄]𝑚 } are also right-null vectors of 𝕊𝑃

𝑚 , i.e., 𝕊𝑃
𝑚𝒄]𝑚 = 0. ey

thus represent sequences of reactions that upon completion
leave also the concentrations 𝒑𝑚 unchanged (for instance,
the (aqua green) module 𝑑 in Fig. 1a has two internal cycles
as specied in Fig. 2). e others {𝒄𝜖𝑚 } are called emergent
cycles. e internal and emergent cycles of the modules in
Fig. 1a are reported in Fig. 2.

By employing the steady-state current (A11) in Eq. (A7b)
and the spliing of the cycles into internal and emergent
ones, we obtain an eective and closed dynamical equation
for the 𝑃𝑚 species

d𝑡𝒑𝑚 = 𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒋𝑚 + 𝑰𝑚 (A12a)

=
∑︁
𝜖𝑚

𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚 𝜓𝜖𝑚 + 𝑰𝑚 . (A12b)

Each vector 𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚 species the net variation of the number

of molecules for each 𝑃𝑚 species along the 𝜖𝑚 emergent cycle.
Namely, it species the stoichiometry of an eective reaction.
e eective reactions of the modules in Fig. 1a are discussed
in Sec. II. Correspondingly, the emergent cycle current 𝜓𝜖𝑚
species the current of this eective reaction.

Equation (A12b) can be rewrien in a more compact way,

d𝑡𝒑𝑚 = �̂�𝑃
𝑚�̂�𝑚 + 𝑰𝑚 (A13)

introducing the eective stoichiometric matrix �̂�𝑃
𝑚 and the

eective current vector �̂�𝑚 . Here, each 𝜖𝑚 column of �̂�𝑃
𝑚 is

given by 𝕊𝑃
𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚 and �̂�𝑚 = (. . . ,𝜓𝜖𝑚 , . . . )ᵀ does not, in gen-

eral, satisfy mass-action kinetics.
Note that each module is dened as a subnetwork with a

unique set of internal species because this ensures that 𝒒𝑚
and, consequently, �̂�𝑚 are functions of the concentrations𝒑𝑚
of its terminal species only. is is a necessary condition to
obtain the closed dynamical equation (A13) for the terminal
species.

3. Eective Modules with Internal Oscillations

Modules can be coarse grained into the same eective re-
actions dened by the emergent cycles {𝒄𝜖𝑚 } even if the con-
centrations of the internal species oscillate. is can be done
when the concentration vector 𝒒𝑚 relaxes instantaneously to
an oscillating dynamics �̃�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚, 𝑡) (formally, we use again a
zero-order expansion of 𝒒𝑚 in the ratio between the relax-
ation time scale of the internal species and the time scale of
the terminal species leading to 𝒒𝑚 = �̃�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚, 𝑡)), whose pe-
riod 𝜏 is much shorter than the time scale Δ𝑡 of the terminal
species, i.e., 𝜏/Δ𝑡 � 1.
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When these conditions are satised, the reaction current
vector of the module

�̃�𝑚 ≡ 𝒋𝑚 (�̃�𝑚,𝒑𝑚) (A14)

is not a steady-state current of Eq. (A7a) and it reads

�̃�𝑚 =
∑︁
]𝑚

𝒄]𝑚 𝜓]𝑚 +
∑︁
𝜖𝑚

𝒄𝜖𝑚 𝜓𝜖𝑚 +
∑︁
𝜒𝑚

𝒗𝜒𝑚 𝜓𝜒𝑚 , (A15)

where we used the internal {𝒄]𝑚 } and emergent {𝒄𝜖𝑚 } cycles
as well as the (linearly independent) vectors {𝒗𝜒𝑚 }, named
cocycles, generating the orthogonal complement of ker(𝕊𝑄

𝑚).
Correspondingly, the dynamical equation (A7b) for the 𝑃𝑚
species becomes

d𝑡𝒑𝑚 = 𝕊𝑃
𝑚

∫ 𝑡+Δ𝑡

𝑡

d𝑡 ′
Δ𝑡

[∑︁
𝜖𝑚

𝒄𝜖𝑚 𝜓𝜖𝑚 +
∑︁
𝜒𝑚

𝒗𝜒𝑚 𝜓𝜒𝑚

]
+ 𝑰𝑚 (A16)

by using 𝕊𝑃
𝑚𝒄]𝑚 = 0 and assuming that the concentrations

of all terminal species are almost constant in the time in-
terval Δ𝑡 , namely, d𝑡𝒑𝑚 ' (𝒑𝑚 (𝑡 + Δ𝑡) − 𝒑𝑚 (𝑡))/Δ𝑡 and∫ 𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑡

d𝑡 ′ 𝑰𝑚/Δ𝑡 ' 𝑰𝑚 .
We now show that Eq. (A16) simplies to a closed dynam-

ical equation for the 𝑃𝑚 species similar to Eq. (A13). To do
so, we consider that i) the internal dynamics completes 𝑛 os-
cillations (with Δ𝑡/𝜏 − 1 < 𝑛 ≤ Δ𝑡/𝜏) in the time interval
Δ𝑡 ; ii) 𝑛 ' Δ𝑡/𝜏 when the time scale separation is satised,
i.e., 𝜏/Δ𝑡 � 1; iii) the integral

∫ 𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑡

d𝑡 ′/Δ𝑡 can be split into∫ 𝑡+𝑛𝜏
𝑡

d𝑡 ′/Δ𝑡+
∫ 𝑡+Δ𝑡
𝑡+𝑛𝜏 d𝑡 ′/Δ𝑡 , where the laer contribution is of

order 1−𝑛𝜏/Δ𝑡 ' 0 and hence negligible; iv)
∫ 𝑡+𝑛𝜏
𝑡

d𝑡 ′𝜓𝜒𝑚 = 0
since

∫ 𝑡+𝜏
𝑡

d𝑡 ′ �̃�𝑚 ∈ ker(𝕊𝑄
𝑚). ese lead to

d𝑡𝒑𝑚 =
∑︁
𝜖𝑚

𝕊𝑃
𝑚𝒄𝜖𝑚 𝜓𝜖𝑚 + 𝑰𝑚 , (A17)

where 𝜓𝜖𝑚 ≡
∫ 𝑡+𝜏
𝑡

d𝑡 ′𝜓𝜖𝑚/𝜏 is a function of 𝒑𝑚 only. Simi-
larly to Eq. (A12b), also Eq. (A17) can be rewrien as Eq. (A13)
by using the eective stoichiometric matrix �̂�𝑃

𝑚 and collect-
ing {𝜓𝜖𝑚 } into an eective current vector. is physically
means that on the time scale Δ𝑡 of the terminal species, the
internal dynamics is averaged over many (∼ Δ𝑡/𝜏 � 1) os-
cillations and acts, in practice, as an eective steady state.

4. Eective Currents via the Elementary Meanism

We show here how to determine the eective currents, i.e.,
the function �̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) in Eq. (A13), from the elementary dy-
namics, given in Eq. (A7a) and (A7b), by assuming that the
steady-state concentration vector 𝒒𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) can be computed
for every 𝒑𝑚 (either analytically or numerically). is ap-
proach is then illustrated in App. B for the (blue) module 𝑎,
the (green) module 𝑏 and the (purple) module 𝑒 of Fig. 1a.

We start by recognizing that 𝒋𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) can be obtained using
its denition (A10) and 𝒒𝑚 (𝒑𝑚). We then rewrite Eq. (A11)
as

𝒋𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) = ℂ𝑚 𝝍𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) , (A18)

where we introduced the cycle current vector 𝝍𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) =
(. . . ,𝜓𝛾𝑚 (𝒑𝑚), . . . )ᵀ , which includes also the internal cycle
currents unlike �̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) in Eq. (A13) which includes only the
emergent cycles, and the matrix ℂ𝑚 whose columns are the
cycles {𝒄𝛾𝑚 }. Since the cycles {𝒄𝛾𝑚 } are linear independent,
the matrix ℂ

ᵀ
𝑚ℂ𝑚 can be inverted, and we thus obtain

𝝍𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) = (ℂᵀ𝑚ℂ𝑚)−1ℂ
ᵀ
𝑚 𝒋𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) . (A19)

5. Eective Currents via the Terminal Currents

We now discuss how to determine the eective currents,
i.e., the function of �̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) in Eq. (A13), by assuming that
i) the eective stoichiometric matrix �̂�𝑃

𝑚 is known and ii) the
concentrations 𝒑𝑚 can be kept equal to arbitrary and con-
stant values by controlling the terminal currents 𝑰𝑚 accord-
ing to Eq. (A8). is approach is illustrated in Sec. III of the
main text.

When the concentrations 𝒑𝑚 are constant, the module re-
laxes instantaneously towards a nonequilibrium steady state.
By using Eq. (A13), the steady-state terminal currents of the
module read

𝑰𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) = −�̂�𝑃
𝑚�̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) . (A20)

We now use Eq. (A20) to express �̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) in terms of 𝑰𝑚 (𝒑𝑚).
To do so, we recognize that the eective stoichiometric
matrix �̂�𝑃

𝑚 has no right-null vectors, as already discussed
in Ref. [19]. Indeed, suppose that there is a vector 𝝓 =
(. . . , 𝜙𝜖𝑚 , . . . )ᵀ such that �̂�𝑃

𝑚𝝓 = 0. is means that

𝕊𝑃
𝑚

∑︁
𝜖𝑚

𝒄𝜖𝑚𝜙𝜖𝑚 = 0 , (A21)

and, consequently,
∑

𝜖𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚𝜙𝜖𝑚 is a right-null vector of both
𝕊
𝑄
𝑚 and 𝕊𝑃

𝑚 , i.e., an internal cycle. Since
∑

𝜖𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚𝜙𝜖𝑚 is a lin-
ear combination of emergent cycles, we can conclude that
�̂�𝑃
𝑚 has no right-null vectors. is implies that the columns

of �̂�𝑃
𝑚 are linearly independent and the matrix

(
�̂�𝑃
𝑚

)ᵀ
�̂�𝑃
𝑚 can

be inverted. us,

�̂�𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) = −( (�̂�𝑃
𝑚

)ᵀ
�̂�𝑃
𝑚

)−1 (
�̂�𝑃
𝑚

)ᵀ
𝑰𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) . (A22)

6. General Circuit eory and Kirho’s Laws

Once modules are fully characterized, namely, their eec-
tive reactions {𝕊𝑃

𝑚 𝒄𝜖𝑚 } and currents {�̂�𝑚} are known, they
can be connected by sharing the terminal species. e result
is a circuit theory where the dynamics of all terminal species
emerges from combining the dynamical equation (A13) of the
modules:

d𝑡𝒑 = �̂��̂� + 𝑰 . (A23)

Here, 𝒑 = (. . . , [𝛼], . . . )ᵀ𝛼 ∈𝑃 is the concentration vector of
all terminal species (with 𝑃 the set of all terminal species
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𝑃 =
⋃

𝑚 𝑃𝑚), �̂� (resp. �̂�) is the stoichiometric matrix (resp. ef-
fective current vector) whose columns (resp. entries) specify
the net stoichiometry (resp. current) of the eective reactions
of all modules (labeled 𝜖), and 𝑰 is the exchange current vec-
tor as in Eq. (A2). Note that Eq. (A23) is exactly equivalent to
Eq. (19) in the main text.

Equation (A23) satises the chemical equivalent of Kirch-
ho’s laws in electrical circuits (whose specic expressions
for the CRN in Fig. 1b are reported in Sec. IV B). e chemi-
cal equivalent of Kirchho’s current law is the condition that
the sum of all the currents (both eective and exchange) af-
fecting the concentration of each terminal species vanishes
at steady state (denoted by the overline):

d𝑡𝒑 = �̂�𝝍 + 𝑰 = 0 . (A24)

e chemical equivalent of Kirchho’s voltage law is the con-
dition that the sum of the variations of the Gibbs free energy
along each internal cycle of �̂� vanishes:

𝚫𝑟𝑮 · 𝒄] = 0 , (A25)

where 𝚫𝑟𝑮 = (. . . ,Δ𝜖𝐺, . . . )ᵀ (with Δ𝜖𝐺 the variations of the
Gibbs free energy along the eective reaction 𝜖 , i.e., Δ𝜖𝐺 =∑

𝛼 ∈𝑃 `𝛼𝑆𝛼𝜖 ) and the internal cycles are dened as �̂�𝒄] = 0
(note that this denition is analogous to the one given for
the internal cycles of modules in App. A 2).

Appendix B: Illustration of the Analytical and Computational
Derivation of the Eective Currents

We illustrate here two approaches to determine the
current-concentration characteristic of some of the modules
in Fig. 1a when their elementary dynamics is known and can
be solved (namely, when steady-state concentration vector
𝒒𝑚 (𝒑𝑚) can be computed as discussed in general in App. A 4).

1. Analytical Strategy

Explicit analytical expressions can be derived for the
current-concentration characteristic when the internal reac-
tions of a module are pseudo-rst-order reactions, i.e. when
they are eectively unimolecular reactions in terms of the in-
ternal species, and follow mass-action kinetics [54–56] (see
also App. A) with known kinetic constants. To do so, the di-
agrammatic method developed in Ref. [58, 59] can be used,
as done in Refs. [13, 18]. is strategy can be applied for
all the modules in Fig. 1a except the (purple) module 𝑒 (see
Subs. B 2). We now show it for the (blue) module 𝑎 and the
(green) module 𝑏.

Let us start with the (blue) module 𝑎 in Fig. 1a.
e diagrammatic method [58, 59] provides the steady-
state concentrations of the internal species of the module
( [E𝑎], [E𝑎S], [E𝑎S2]) for given concentrations of the terminal

species ( [S], [N𝑎]):

[E𝑎] =
𝐿E𝑎
D𝑎

(
𝑘−𝑎1𝑘−𝑎3 + 𝑘+𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3

)
, (B1a)

[E𝑎S] = 𝐿E𝑎
D𝑎

(
𝑘+𝑎1𝑘−𝑎3 [S] + 𝑘−𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3 [N𝑎]

)
, (B1b)

[E𝑎S2] =
𝐿E𝑎
D𝑎

(
𝑘+𝑎1𝑘+𝑎3 [S]2 + 𝑘−𝑎2𝑘+𝑎3 [S] [N𝑎]

)
, (B1c)

where {𝑘±𝑎𝑖 }𝑖=1,2,3 are the kinetic constants of the chemical
reactions in (1), 𝐿E𝑎 = [E𝑎] + [E𝑎S] + [E𝑎S2] is the total con-
centration of the enzyme which is conserved by the chemical
reactions and
D𝑎 = (𝑘−𝑎1 + 𝑘+𝑎2 )𝑘−𝑎3 + (𝑘+𝑎3 [S] + 𝑘−𝑎3 ) (𝑘+𝑎1 [S] + 𝑘−𝑎2 [N𝑎]) .

(B2)
us, the steady-state reaction currents of the internal reac-
tions (1), according to mass-action kinetics, are specied as

𝑗𝑎1 =
𝐿E𝑎
D𝑎

(
𝑘+𝑎1𝑘+𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3 [S] + 𝑘−𝑎1𝑘−𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3 [N𝑎]

)
, (B3a)

𝑗𝑎2 = 𝑗𝑎1 , (B3b)
𝑗𝑎3 = 0 . (B3c)

Since the current vector 𝒋𝑎 = ( 𝑗𝑎1 , 𝑗𝑎2 , 𝑗𝑎3 )ᵀ must be equal
to the emergent cycle (4) times the eective reaction current
𝜓𝜖𝑎 (refer to App. A 2 for a formal discussion), i.e.,

𝒋𝑎 = 𝜓𝜖𝑎
©«

1
1
0
ª®¬
, (B4)

we obtain an analytical expression of the eective reaction
current:

𝜓𝜖𝑎 =
𝐿E𝑎
D𝑎

(
𝑘+𝑎1𝑘+𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3 [S] + 𝑘−𝑎1𝑘−𝑎2𝑘−𝑎3 [N𝑎]

)
. (B5)

We now turn to the (green) module𝑏 in Fig. 1a. Using again
the diagrammatic method [58, 59], we determine the steady-
state concentrations of the internal species of the module
( [E𝑏], [E𝑏F], [E𝑏W], [E*

𝑏]) for xed concentrations of the ter-
minal species ( [N𝑎], [N𝑏], [F], [W]):

[E𝑏] =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [N𝑏] + 𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏4

+𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘+𝑏5 + 𝑘−𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4

+𝑘−𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5 + 𝑘+𝑏2𝑘+𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5

+𝑘+𝑏2𝑘+𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏3𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [N𝑎]
)

(B6)

[E𝑏F] = 𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [F] [N𝑏] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏4 [F]

+𝑘+𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘+𝑏5 [F] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4 [F]
+𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5 [F] + 𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5 [W]
+𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4 [W] + 𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [W] [N𝑏]

)
(B7)

[E𝑏W] = 𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [F] [N𝑎] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏4 [F]

+𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2𝑘+𝑏5 [F] + 𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4 [W]
+𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5 [W] + 𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏5 [W]
+𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4 [W] + 𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [W] [N𝑎]

)
(B8)
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[E*
𝑏] =

𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [F] [N𝑎] [N𝑏] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘+𝑏4 [F] [N𝑎]

+𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏5 [F] [N𝑏] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3𝑘+𝑏4 [F] [N𝑎]
+𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏5 [W] [N𝑏] + 𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏5 [W] [N𝑏]
+𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏4 [W] [N𝑎] + 𝑘−𝑏3𝑘+𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [W] [N𝑎] [N𝑏]

)
(B9)

where 𝐿E𝑏 = [E𝑏] + [E𝑏F] + [E𝑏W] + [E*
𝑏] and D𝑏 equals the

sum of all terms between parentheses in Eqs. (B6), (B7), (B8),
and (B9). e steady-state reaction currents of reactions 𝑏1,
𝑏2, 𝑏3, 𝑏4, and 𝑏5. can thus be computed using again mass-
action kinetics:

𝑗𝑏1 =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3

(
𝑘+𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [N𝑎]

) [F]
−𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3

(
𝑘−𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [N𝑏]

) [W]
) (B10)

𝑗𝑏2 =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2

(
𝑘+𝑏3 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [N𝑏]

) [F]
+𝑘+𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [W] [N𝑏] − 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘−𝑏2𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [F] [N𝑎]
−𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3

(
𝑘−𝑏1 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [N𝑎]

) [W]
)

(B11)

𝑗𝑏3 =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3

(
𝑘+𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [N𝑎]

) [F]
−𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3

(
𝑘−𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [N𝑏]

) [W]
) (B12)

𝑗𝑏4 =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5

(
𝑘+𝑏1 (𝑘−𝑏2 + 𝑘+𝑏3 ) [F] + 𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3 [W]) [N𝑎]

−𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5

(
𝑘−𝑏3 (𝑘−𝑏1 + 𝑘+𝑏2 ) [W] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2 [F]

) [N𝑏]
)

(B13)

𝑗𝑏5 =
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5

(
𝑘+𝑏1 (𝑘−𝑏2 + 𝑘+𝑏3 ) [F] + 𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3 [W]) [N𝑎]

−𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5

(
𝑘−𝑏3 (𝑘−𝑏1 + 𝑘+𝑏2 ) [W] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2 [F]

) [N𝑏]
)
.

(B14)

e corresponding current vector 𝒋𝑏 = ( 𝑗𝑏1 , 𝑗𝑏2 , 𝑗𝑏3 , 𝑗𝑏4 , 𝑗𝑏5 )ᵀ
can be wrien as a linear combination of the two emergent
cycles 𝒄𝜖𝑏 and 𝒄𝜖′

𝑏
in Fig. 2 using the two eective reaction

currents𝜓𝜖𝑏 and𝜓𝜖′
𝑏

as coecients, i.e.,

𝒋𝑏 = 𝜓𝜖𝑏

©«

1
1
1
0
0

ª®®®®¬
+𝜓𝜖′

𝑏

©«

0
−1
0
1
1

ª®®®®¬
, (B15)

which leads to

𝜓𝜖𝑏 = 𝑗𝑏1 = 𝑗𝑏3

=
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏3

(
𝑘+𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5 [N𝑎]

) [F]
−𝑘−𝑏1𝑘−𝑏3

(
𝑘−𝑏2 (𝑘−𝑏4 + 𝑘+𝑏5 ) + 𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5 [N𝑏]

) [W]
) (B16)

and

𝜓𝜖′
𝑏
= 𝑗𝑏4 = 𝑗𝑏5

=
𝐿E𝑏
D𝑏

(
𝑘+𝑏4𝑘+𝑏5

(
𝑘+𝑏1 (𝑘−𝑏2 + 𝑘+𝑏3 ) [F] + 𝑘−𝑏2𝑘−𝑏3 [W]) [N𝑎]

−𝑘−𝑏4𝑘−𝑏5

(
𝑘−𝑏3 (𝑘−𝑏1 + 𝑘+𝑏2 ) [W] + 𝑘+𝑏1𝑘+𝑏2 [F]

) [N𝑏]
)
.

(B17)

In general, the diagrammatic method [58, 59] provides the
steady-state concentrations of the internal species of a mod-
ule and then, by applying mass-action kinetics, its steady-
state current vector.

2. Numerical Strategy

When the internal reactions are nonlinear (i.e., not pseudo-
rst-order reactions), but the kinetic constants of the internal
reactions are known, the current-concentration characteris-
tic can be determined numerically. We illustrate this proce-
dure for the (purple) module 𝑒 in Fig. 1a, where the inter-
nal species M, M*, A2 and A*

2 react via the chemical reactions
𝑒1, 𝑒2, 𝑒3, and 𝑒4 with the terminal species N𝑑 and N𝑒. Reac-
tion 𝑒2 and 𝑒4 are bimolecular reactions in M* and M, respec-
tively. When the kinetic constants of the internal reactions
are known, one can numerically compute the steady-state
concentrations of the internal species for dierent concen-
trations of the terminal ones, namely, ( [M], [M*], [A2], [A*

2])
for every value of ( [N𝑑], [N𝑒]). To do so, one can either
use algorithms that directly determine the xed point of
the rate equation, or simulate the evolution of the internal
concentrations until steady state is reached for xed con-
centrations of the terminal species. en, one can repeat
the steps of App. B 1. First, the steady-state current vector
𝒋𝑒 = ( 𝑗𝑒1 , 𝑗𝑒2 , 𝑗𝑒3 , 𝑗𝑒4 ) is determined for every value of the
concentrations ( [N𝑑], [N𝑒]) using mass-action kinetics and
the numerical determined values of ( [M], [M*], [A2], [A*

2]).
Second, 𝒋𝑒 is wrien as a linear combination of cycles. In
this case the stoichiometric matrix admits one emergent cy-
cle 𝒄𝜖𝑒 (given in Fig. 2) whose corresponding eective reac-
tion is specied in (11). Hence, 𝒋𝑒 = 𝜓𝜖𝑒 𝒄𝜖𝑒 , which leads to
the eective reaction current

𝜓𝜖𝑒 = 𝑗𝑒1/2 = 𝑗𝑒2 = 𝑗𝑒3 = 𝑗𝑒4 , (B18)

shown in Fig. 5 for a specic set of kinetic constants
{𝑘±𝑒𝑖 }𝑖=1,2,3,4.

Appendix C: Underlying Assumptions and Limitations of the
Circuit eory

1. Multistability

e circuit description given in Sec. IV and Eq. (19) im-
plicitly assumes that the eective reaction currents are fully
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FIG. 5. Current of the eective reaction (11) for dierent values
of the concentrations of the terminal species N𝑑 and N𝑒 . We use
1/𝑘−𝑒1 and𝑘−𝑒1/𝑘+𝑒1 as units of measure for time and concentration,
respectively. We assume 𝑘+𝑒1 = 𝑘+𝑒2 = 𝑘−𝑒3 = 𝑘−𝑒4 , 𝑘−𝑒1 = 𝑘−𝑒2 =
𝑘+𝑒3 = 𝑘+𝑒4 , and [M] + [M*] + [A2] + [A*

2] = 𝑘−𝑒1/𝑘+𝑒1 .
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FIG. 6. Elementary (a) and circuit description (b) of the Schlögl
model [60].

determined by the values of the concentrations of the termi-
nal species only. is imposes that the internal species of the
modules relax instantaneously towards a unique steady state
for all values of the concentrations of the terminal species.
When a module has multiple steady states, its dynamics can-
not, in general, be characterized in terms of the concentra-
tions of the terminal species only.

Consider for instance the module in Fig 6 which intercon-
verts the terminal species A and B through the autocatalytic
chemical reactions

A + 2 X +𝑠1
−𝑠1 3 X

X +𝑠2
−𝑠2 B

(C1)

with the internal species X and a single eective reaction

A 𝜖𝑠 B . (C2)

is is the well known Schlögl model [60], displaying bista-
bility far from equilibrium when 𝑘+𝑠2 & 1.7 (using specic
units of measure such that 𝑘+𝑠1 [A] = 𝑘−𝑠2 [B] = 1).

Indeed, when the chemical potential dierence Δ` be-
tween the terminal species A and B is small enough, e.g.,
Δ` < 2.6 if 𝑘+𝑠2 = 2, the steady state concentration [X] of
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FIG. 7. Steady-state concentration (a) and eective current (b) of the
Schlogl module 6 for dierent values of the chemical potential dif-
ference between the terminal species A and B, i.e., Δ` = `A − `B.
e red dot represents an initial concentration [X] (0) of the mod-
ule which relaxes along the doed line towards the corresponding
steady state. e dashed lines specify the value of the steady state
concentration [X] and eective current 𝜓𝜖𝑠 when the value of Δ`
is decreased from 3.75 to 2.6 and then increased back to 3.75 as-
suming that [X] (0) = 12.5. We use units of measure such that
𝑘+𝑠1 [A] = 𝑘−𝑠2 [B] = 1 which, together with the local detailed bal-
ance condition, imposes 𝑘−𝑠1 = 𝑘+𝑠2𝑒

−Δ`/𝑅𝑇 . We assume 𝑘+𝑠2 = 2.

internal species has the unique value [X]1 represented by
the blue line in Fig. 7a. Correspondingly, the eective reac-
tion current 𝜓𝜖𝑠 has the unique value 𝜓1 represented by the
blue line in Fig. 7b. On the other hand, when Δ` > 2.6 if
𝑘+𝑠2 = 2, there are two possible stable steady state concentra-
tions [X]1 and [X]2 represented by the blue and orange line
in Fig. 7a, respectively, and one unstable steady state concen-
tration [X]3 represented by the green line in Fig. 7a. Corre-
spondingly, the eective reaction current 𝜓𝜖𝑠 can have three
dierent values𝜓1,𝜓2 and𝜓3 represented by the blue, orange
and green line in Fig. 7b, respectively.

is implies that the steady state to which the internal
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species relaxes and, consequently, the eective reaction cur-
rent are not uniquely determined by the terminal species. To
see this, immagine that the initial concentration of internal
species is [X] (0) = 12.5 and the concentration of the ter-
minal species are such that Δ` = 3.75 (red point in Fig. 7a).
en, assuming the time scale separation holds, aer an rapid
transient (doed line in Fig. 7a), the concentration of internal
species reaches the steady state [X] = [X]2 = 19 and the ef-
fective current becomes 𝜓𝜖𝑠 = 𝜓2 ' 37. If the concentrations
of the terminal species change (because of the dynamics of
the module and the coupling with other possible modules in
a large CRN) in such a way that Δ` decreases until Δ` = 2.6,
the steady-state concentration [X] and eective current 𝜓𝜖𝑠
will follow the black dashed lines overlapping the orange
lines in Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, respectively. Once Δ` < 2.6, the
steady state concentration [X] jumps from [X]2 to [X]1. If
nally the concentrations of the terminal species change in
such a way that Δ` is increased back until Δ` = 3.75, the
steady-state concentration [X] and eective current 𝜓𝜖𝑠 will
follow the black dashed lines overlapping the blue lines in
Fig. 7a and Fig. 7b, respectively.

In general, this kind of evolution of a module cannot be ob-
tained by a circuit description accounting only for the termi-
nal species since dierent values of the current correspond to
the same values of the concentrations of the terminal species.
Nevertheless, if the current-concentration characteristic re-
solves the multiple steady states (like we have done above
for the Schlögl model), the circuit description still holds.

2. Open CRNs as Modules

In the circuit description of the open CRN in Fig. 1b, the
species S, F, W, P𝑒𝑥 , P𝑏, P𝑒, and P𝑓 are exchanged with the
environment. Let us assume now that the environment is
constituted by other chemical processes. In this case, S, F,
W, P𝑒𝑥 , P𝑏, P𝑒, and P𝑓 are involved in the chemical reactions
of both the CRN in Fig. 1b and the environment. Namely,
they play the role of terminal species coupling the CRN to the
environment, and hence the CRN in Fig. 1b can be treated as
a module like in Fig. 8a.

As done for the modules in Fig. 1a, also the module in
Fig. 8a can be further coarse grained into what we could call
a second-order circuit description given in Fig. 8b (assuming
that the time scale separation between internal and termi-
nal species holds). To do so, we follow the same strategy as
before. First, we determine the eective reactions by look-
ing for the emergent cycles of the stoichiometric matrix in
Eq. (20), where black horizontal line now splits �̂� into the
substoichiometric matrix �̂�𝑄 for the internal species (i.e., N𝑎,
N𝑏, N𝑒𝑥 , N𝑑, N𝑒, and G) and the substoichiometric matrix �̂�𝑃

for the terminal species (i.e., S, F, W, P𝑒𝑥 , P𝑏, P𝑒, and P𝑓 ). e
right-null vectors of �̂�𝑄 include the internal cycle (33) and
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FIG. 8. First (a) and second (b) order circuit description of the CRN
in Fig. 1a. Note that P𝑒𝑥 is not interconverted by the eective re-
actions (C4) and thus no arrows connect it to the module in the
second-order circuit description.

the emergent cycles

𝒄𝜖1 =

©«

𝜖𝑎 0
𝜖𝑏 1
𝜖′𝑏 0
𝜖𝑐 0
𝜖′𝑐 0
𝜖′′𝑐 0
𝜖𝑑 0
𝜖𝑒 0
𝜖𝑓 0
𝑔𝑒 0
𝑔𝑓 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, 𝒄𝜖2 =

©«

𝜖𝑎 1
𝜖𝑏 0
𝜖′𝑏 1
𝜖𝑐 0
𝜖′𝑐 1
𝜖′′𝑐 0
𝜖𝑑 0
𝜖𝑒 0
𝜖𝑓 0
𝑔𝑒 0
𝑔𝑓 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, (C3a)

𝒄𝜖3 =

©«

𝜖𝑎 0
𝜖𝑏 0
𝜖′𝑏 0
𝜖𝑐 0
𝜖′𝑐 0
𝜖′′𝑐 1
𝜖𝑑 2
𝜖𝑒 1
𝜖𝑓 0
𝑔𝑒 0
𝑔𝑓 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, 𝒄𝜖4 =

©«

𝜖𝑎 0
𝜖𝑏 0
𝜖′𝑏 0
𝜖𝑐 0
𝜖′𝑐 0
𝜖′′𝑐 −1
𝜖𝑑 1
𝜖𝑒 0
𝜖𝑓 1
𝑔𝑒 0
𝑔𝑓 0

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

, (C3b)

which correspond to the following eective reactions be-
tween the terminal species:

F 𝜖1 W ,

S 𝜖2 P𝑏 ,
2 S 𝜖3 P𝑒 ,

S + P𝑒
𝜖4 P𝑓 .

(C4)
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FIG. 9. Elementary (a) and circuit description (b) of the (orange)
module 𝑐 in Fig. 1 together with a consistent (c) and inconsistent (d)
decomposition in submodules.

Note that the current-concentration characteristic of these
reactions cannot be determined using the diagrammatic
method [58, 59] as the dynamics of the module in Fig. 8a
(given in Eq. (19)) does not follow mass-action kinetics, and
one should therefore rely on the numerical B 2 or the exper-
imental strategy (see Sec. III).

3. Further Decomposition of the Modules

In the circuit description, each module is coarse grained
into at least one eective reaction between terminal species.
When a module (like the (orange) module 𝑐 in Fig. 1a and 9a)
has more than one eective reaction (given in Fig. 9b), one
can ask if it can be split into independent (sub)modules cor-
responding to a single eective reaction each (like in Fig. 9d).
is can be done only if each (sub)module has a unique set of
internal species. Indeed, the procedure to split a module into
submodules is exactly the same as the one to split a generic
CRN into modules and must satisfy the same assumptions.

One can also determine if a module can be split into sub-
modules by examining the currents of the eective reactions
without analyzing the internal species. When the currents
of some eective reactions depend only on a subset of termi-
nal species, they involve a unique set of internal species and
constitute, by denition, an independent (sub)module. To see
this, we consider the eective reaction currents (derived us-
ing the diagrammatic method [58, 59]) of the (orange) mod-
ule 𝑐 in Fig. 1b:

𝜓𝜖𝑐 =
𝐿E𝑐
D𝑐

(𝑘−𝑐3 + 𝑘+𝑐4 )
(
𝑘+𝑐1𝑘+𝑐2 [N𝑒𝑥] − 𝑘−𝑐1𝑘−𝑐2 [P𝑒𝑥]

)
, (C5a)

𝜓𝜖′𝑐 =
𝐿E𝑐
D𝑐

(𝑘−𝑐1 + 𝑘+𝑐2 )
(
𝑘+𝑐3𝑘+𝑐4 [N𝑏] − 𝑘−𝑐3𝑘−𝑐4 [P𝑏]

)
, (C5b)

𝜓𝜖′′𝑐 =
𝐿E*

𝑐

D∗
𝑐

(
𝑘+𝑐5𝑘+𝑐6 [N𝑒] − 𝑘−𝑐5𝑘−𝑐6 [P𝑒]

)
, (C5c)

where D𝑐 and D∗
𝑐 are given by

D𝑐 =(𝑘−𝑐1 + 𝑘+𝑐2 ) (𝑘−𝑐3 + 𝑘+𝑐4 )
+ (𝑘−𝑐3 + 𝑘+𝑐4 ) (𝑘+𝑐1 [N𝑒𝑥] + 𝑘−𝑐2 [P𝑒𝑥])
+ (𝑘−𝑐1 + 𝑘+𝑐2 ) (𝑘+𝑐3 [N𝑏] + 𝑘−𝑐4 [P𝑏])

(C6a)

D∗
𝑐 = 𝑘+𝑐5 [N𝑒] + 𝑘−𝑐5 + 𝑘+𝑐6 + 𝑘−𝑐6 [P𝑒] (C6b)

respectively. On the one hand, the reaction current 𝜓𝜖′′𝑐 de-
pends only on the concentration of the terminal species N𝑒
and P𝑒. On the other hand, the reaction current 𝜓𝜖𝑐 (resp.
𝜓𝜖′𝑐 ) does not only depend on the concentration of N𝑒𝑥 and
P𝑒𝑥 (resp. N𝑏 and P𝑏), but also on the concentration of N𝑏 and
P𝑏 (resp. N𝑒𝑥 and P𝑒𝑥) via D𝑐 . us, only reaction 𝜖 ′′𝑐 can be
treated as an independent module (as represented in Fig. 9c).
e coupling between reaction 𝜖𝑐 and 𝜖 ′𝑐 is a direct conse-
quence of sharing the internal species E𝑐: whether or not this
species is available for one eective reaction depends on how
much is involved in the other. e two reactions 𝜖𝑐 and 𝜖 ′𝑐
must therefore be considered as part of the same module de-
spite closely resembling a Michaelis and Menten mechanism.

4. Experimental Derivation of the Eective Reactions

e eective reactions of the modules have been identi-
ed by deriving the emergent cycles from the stoichiometry
of the elementary reactions in Sec. II and App. A 2. If the ele-
mentary stoichiometry is not known, the eective reactions
can still be determined by using a similar approach as the one
implemented in Sec. III.

Consider for instance to transfer the (blue) module 𝑎 in
Fig. 1 in a reactor where the concentration of the terminal
species S and N𝑎 can be maintained constant via the exchange
currents 𝐼S and 𝐼N𝑎

as done in Fig. 3. By measuring these ex-
change currents, one would observe that they always satisfy

𝐼S = −𝐼N𝑎
. (C7)

Since these exchange currents, as already pointed out, bal-
ance the variations of the concentrations due to the eective
reaction, Eq. (C7) means that every time the current 𝐼S pro-
vides (resp. extracts) 1 molecule of S because consumed (resp.
produced) by the eective reaction, the current 𝐼N𝑎

extracts
(resp. provides) 1 molecule of N𝑎. is implies that the net
stoichiometry of the eective reaction must be the one rep-
resented in (2).

When the same approach is applied to the (purple) mod-
ule 𝑒 in Fig. 1a, one would observe that

𝐼N𝑑
/2 = −𝐼N𝑒

, (C8)

which physically means that every time the current 𝐼N𝑑
pro-

vides (resp. extracts) 2 molecules of N𝑑 because consumed
(resp. produced) by the eective reaction, the current 𝐼N𝑒

ex-
tracts (resp. provides) 1 molecule of N𝑒. us, the net sto-
ichiometry of the eective reaction must be the one repre-
sented in (11).
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FIG. 10. Eective reactions of the (green) module 𝑏 in Fig. 1 in a
reactor, similar to the membrane reactor used in Ref. [28], where
either the concentrations of N𝑎, N𝑏 (a) or F and W (b) are controlled
by exchange processes whose currents are specied by 𝐼N𝑎

, 𝐼N𝑏
, 𝐼F,

and 𝐼W.

Modules with more than two terminal species may have
many eective reactions. is complicates determining their
stoichiometry since the exchange currents balance the vari-
ations of the concentrations due to all the eective reac-
tions. To recognize the contribution of each eective reac-
tion, we proceed as follows for the (green) module 𝑏 in Fig. 1.
We group the terminal species in all possible combinations,
which means that we consider all two species combinations,
i.e., (N𝑎,N𝑏), (N𝑎, F), (N𝑎,W), (N𝑏, F), (N𝑏,W), and (F,W),
all three species combinations, i.e., (N𝑎,N𝑏, F), (N𝑎,N𝑏,W),
(N𝑎, F,W), (N𝑏, F,W), and the only four species combination,
i.e., (N𝑎,N𝑏, F,W). We then maintain the concentrations of
only the terminal species belonging to a specic combination
constant. e concentrations of the other terminal species
are free to evolve as they were internal species of the module.
By measuring the exchange currents for every combination,
we can determine whether the corresponding species are in-

volved in an eective reaction or not and the corresponding
stoichiometry. For the combination (N𝑎,N𝑏) (illustrated in
Fig. 10a), the exchange currents always satisfy

𝐼N𝑎
= −𝐼N𝑏

, (C9)

aer a transient dynamics due to the relaxation of the not-
controlled terminal species to steady state. As for the (blue)
module 𝑎, this means that every time the current 𝐼N𝑎

provides
(resp. extracts) 1 molecule of N𝑎 because consumed (resp.
produced) by an eective reaction, the current 𝐼N𝑏

extracts
(resp. provides) 1 molecule of N𝑏. us, there is an eective
reaction interconverting N𝑎 into N𝑏 with the stoichiometry
specied in (6b). By repeating the same operation for all the
other two species combinations, we would nd that only for
the combination (F,W) (illustrated in Fig. 10b), the exchange
currents 𝐼F and 𝐼W do not vanish (aer a transient dynam-
ics due to relaxation of the not-controlled terminal species to
steady state) and satisfy

𝐼F = −𝐼W . (C10)
us, terminal species F and W are involved in an eective
reaction whose stoichiometry, for the same reasons we al-
ready discussed, is specied in (6a). All the other two species
combinations are not coupled by an eective reaction. For
the (green) module 𝑏 in Fig. 1, we have now determined all
the eective reactions since the two identied reactions in-
volve all the terminal species. If this was not the case, we
should have proceeded by analyzing in the same way all the
other combinations until we identied a set of eective reac-
tions involving all terminal species. For instance, for the (red)
module 𝑓 in Fig. 1, the only combination of terminal species
leading to non vanishing exchange currents is (N𝑑,N𝑒, P𝑓 ).
e exchange currents 𝐼N𝑑

, 𝐼N𝑒
, and 𝐼P𝑓

always satisfy

𝐼N𝑑
= 𝐼N𝑒

= −𝐼P𝑓
, (C11)

which is consistent with the stoichiometry of the eective
reaction given in Eq. (12).
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